NOTIFICATION.

With a view to provide coaching facilities to the Competitive Joint Entrance candidates and to provide the benefit to all categories of students of different areas of the state, the Department of Labour (Employment Services & Manpower Planning) has set up the following Coaching Centers as;

**Function:-**

1. The meeting of the Committee will be held once in 2(two) months.
2. They would engage expert/teachers for the Coaching Centers.
3. The remuneration of the experts/teacher will be as per decision of the Committee. Subject to maximum Rs.200/- per class per hour(i.e. 1hr.-15 minutes).
4. The Committee would suggest for improvement of the centers and also for new areas of coverage.
5. Maths / Physics/ Chemistry/ Biology & English will be taught in the Coaching Center.
6. Registration Fee @ Rs.50/- onetime may be collected from the students which may be utilized by the Committee of Coaching Center for development of the center and other unforeseen expenditure.
7. SDMs/ BDOs will supervise the Coaching Centres

Deputy Secretary to the
Government of Tripura.